Intern program offers job experience

BY JULIE HARTWELL

The College of Business and Economics is offering its first-hand experience to students in a professional world. Many students in all majors have uncertainties about entering their chosen field and this type of working situation is often not included in a university program, thus students graduate with degrees, but no self-confidence or real experience.

The College of Business and Economics has solved this problem, and at the same time handled a program beneficial to the college as well.

Associate Professors Byron Dangerfield and Norman Pendergraft developed an interdepartmental program last year for all Information Systems majors. The program was created not only to show students positive, direct experience, but also to help the faculty members complete time consuming projects and research.

"The College of Business and Economics has a number of technical or system problems that await resolution," said Dangerfield.

According to Dangerfield, students have done much things as COMPUSAT access, facilities planning for the college, IFPS tutorials for both faculty and students, organizing the preregistration for the College of Business and Economics, program translation, writing user manuals, and helping individual faculty members with systems programs. Also, new hardware and software demand continual attention.

The solution the college has created allows these types of problems to be resolved, projects completed and at the same time gives students valuable experience for their futures in the job market.

Information Systems is now in its first year of being an official major at the University of Idaho. Two years ago it was another option under the Business Management category. There are approximately 30 students now in the major, and five or them are currently employed as interns.

"An Internship Committee was formed to select students for the internship as well as to select the problems to be solved," said Dangerfield.

Research royalties

UI departments take in $189,252

BY JEFF STUCKER

Nine University of Idaho departments received $189,252 in royalties from patents, copyrights and printed material during fiscal year 1987.

Annual royalties received by the university and faculty have more than doubled since 1985. "The rate of disclosing new ideas to patent has doubled or tripled," said Richard Callahan, president of the Idaho Research Foundation.

IRF is an independent company that stands between the university and the private sector. One of its major purposes is to stimulate research and help the university receive payment for new technology.

For 40 years, IRF was a nonprofit company within the university. In 1985, it was reorganized into a separate private company assigned to all technology owned by the university.

IRF keeps 40 percent of the earned income from patents, copyrights and the university pays to pay its administration costs. Of the remaining money, two-thirds goes to the professors and one-third to the university or department.

Putting pay in the hands of top professors helps keep quality in the university, Callahan said, adding that Idaho has had trouble keeping top faculty.

"We lose a lot of good talent," he said. "Our purpose is to hold quality in the university."

Current work at the university ranges from computer chips to pesticides.

Callahan described one project that may provide products able to control insects that have already contaminated fruit.

"This process has the promise to ship fruit from quarantined areas without using pesticides," he said.

"We are government approved." IRF is in the final stages of organizing a micro-electronics company to work with technology developed in the engineering department, he said.

Also, students have a chance to be active in university research.

Graduate engineering students were funded by the lumber industry to produce user-friendly computer programs for use in mills.

Undergraduate chemistry students had a chance this summer to do lab work as part of a cooperative program with the Idaho Nuclear Engineering Laboratory to derive fructose sugar from sucrose in sugar beets.

Fructose, fruit sugar, is considered by many to be more healthful than sucrose, the main component of processed sugar.

Not only did chemistry students gain laboratory experience, but also money.

"It bears flipping pancakes or hamburgers," Callahan said.

Ensuring quality instruction and research is not the only direct advantage of active research promotion, Callahan said. Selling technology gives experience that helps in selling the university to the government.
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Winning the Associate Collegiate Press' prestigious yearbook award wasn't the only surprise 1987 Gem Editor Jon Erickson faced while attending the St. Louis media convention last week.

Word has it that the former editor packed his possessions down 19 flights of stairs before realizing that a midnight fire alarm was responsible for setting off a hotel fire alarm.
UI Robotics program gears toward industrial need

BY ALAN SOLAN

A University of Idaho associate professor of mechanical engineering is looking for work — for his robot.

Dean Edwards is teaching robotics to approximately 30 students this semester. Among other things, the students are learning how to write computer programs which will guide the robot in performing different tasks.

The robot, which belongs to the UI mechanical engineering department, is an IBM 7454. It is not as cute as R2D2 of "Star Wars" fame, but it is capable of gripping and sorting small objects and could even weld with some modification.

"It is simple to help sometimes, we won't. But that's what we want the chance to find out," Edwards said.

Edwards said the robot is basically suited to performing routine tasks over and over, the kind of job a human would find extremely boring in a short time.

"We're talking about things like sorting small pieces of metal by size or shape as they come down the line or inserting a into big B, that sort of operation," he said.

The robot can perform simple repetitive tasks that employers would otherwise have to pay humans to do.

Edwards' students bring their engineering skill into play in determining which type of robot would be best suited for a particular industrial task. Additionally, they determine which layout would work best, including types of sensing devices and mechanisms to use.

Edwards said the robot and his students have had some experience with area industries, but are looking for more.

Cart-O-Graphics customizes maps

With the introduction of computer graphics and design software, a person might question the need for hand-drawn cartographic maps. But Cart-O-Graphics, in room 227 of the College of Mines and Earth Resources, does just that.

Working under the auspices of the Geography Department, for the past ten years Cart-O-Graphics has been designing and customizing maps for various people including the federal government.

Allan Jokisari, manager, explained that while computers can be very useful in the preliminary stages, the state-of-the-art technology still hasn't produced a program that can give a quality copy. He said that computerized printers are finally developed, a cartographer will still need hands-on experience to fill rounds in the field.

"Cartography, which simply means "mapmaking," is anything but simple. In fact, it is a specialized field. Last year 48 students graduated with a BS in cartography. Many of these went on to work for government agencies including the US Geologic Survey and the CIA, while others work for private industries such as oil companies."

Jokisari said that Cart-O-Graphics, which is self-supporting, does its work on a contractual basis, and will take on jobs for anyone. It has done work in the past for UI publications, professors' books, students, and private contractors — including some from other countries.
Big Creek archaeological finds topic of recent lecture

BY CHARLIE RICE

The Salmon River mountains in eastern Idaho have long been noted for the artifacts and other evidence of Native American occupation. But newly discovered evidence indicates that Native American livelihoods were woven by these early inhabitants, he said.

Leonhardt said that the evidence of early occupation in this area is scattered and seasonal. He said the area could be inhabited for many years at a time, and then the people would have to leave for seven to ten years to allow the resources of mountain sheep and deer to increase to the levels required for effective hunting.

Evidence of early human activity was found at high elevations. One site was quite extensive and had large piles of rocks.

Leonhardt and others wondered why people would climb the steep slopes and pile stones. The answer was found by asking Nez Perce Indians about the problem.

The Nez Perce said that this site was the Indians' equivalent of hunting camp. That had spotting powers and was a place where a person would go for their "Vision Quest." The "Vision Quest" is a very important part of Native American religion. It is seeking a guardian spirit as life-long protection. The goal of this study was to document the research of Leonard in his assistant operating out of the Wilderness Research Center located at the Taylor Ranch. His assistants include Waldeck & Earl, and the ecology experts and anthropology students.

Much of the early evidence here related to the study was found by United States Forest Service Biologists. This area is owned and administrated by the Forest Service.

Davey and huckleberries Leonhardy said the study determined that the main source of winter food for the people was huckleberries. The remains of bones found at dwelling sites indicated that times as many sheep and deer were eaten by these early inhabitants, he said.

Leonhardt said that the sources of food were salmon, huckleberries and other berries and the game in this area is scattered and seasonal. He said the evidence indicates that Native Americans lived year round in the heart of this area.

At a lecture delivered a few weeks ago in Pinesley Hall, Leonard in his assistant told how the Indians were the first to harvest huckleberries and then would scatter them on the ground to increase their populations.

The earliest people are said to have lived in small villages in the mountains and then moved down to the valleys to hunt.

Navy ROTC takes top honors

In U.S. - Canada exchange

Canadian Army and Air Force ROTC Cadets from the United States and Canada have been invited to participate in the University's annual ROTC competition, which will be held at the University of Idaho.

This year's competition will be held at the University of Idaho, where two Canadian schools arrive to compete with the UI in basketball, pistol and rifle shooting.

Marksmen from the Royal Military College, the Canadian equivalent of the U.S. Military Academy, and the University of Washington Navy and Army ROTC students in a round robin tournament Saturday, with the UI Navy ROTC taking top honors in that competition.

According to Capt. Ken Florio of the UI ROTC unit, the Cadet team brought 14 cadets and their advisor for the match which was held in the basement of Memorial Gym.

Navy ROTC veterans return to their alma maters and talk of life in the military.
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Forestry degrees asset to the Corps

Because of its own forest and woodland environment, the Northwest has long had a strong interest in international forest conditions. The Seattle Peace Corps Recruiting Office, which serves Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana, sends more volunteers abroad in forestry assignments than any other region in the U.S. Billions of people in third world countries rely on forest resources for subsistence. Two to three people in every forest-related family. To people of developing countries, forests are the primary source of food, fodder, energy and shelter.

Over-population and outdated forestry techniques are rapidly destroying trees, soil and vegetation. The complex food and hunger reflect the environmental disaster mankind has created destroying trees and multitudes of other plant and animal species. The Peace Corps provides training for all of its recruits. Forestry volunteers are usually trained overseas in the countries in which they will be living.

This 14-week period includes technical training and equally important, language and cross-cultural training.

Local customs and lifestyles, such as festivals, markets and religious practices will become familiar to volunteers. Recruits also learn about tropical forestry and techniques useful in or specific to the specific type of environment in which they're.

Governments of third world countries are increasingly aware and concerned about the forestry crisis. They're demanding that forestlands be set aside to plant trees, develop resources for the future, and are desperately seeking forestry specialists.

Foresters with a bachelor's degree are in especially high demand in Asia and Africa. In 1986, the Corps received 324 foresters and 21 foresters abroad to work in forestry. This year, another 214 foresters will be added to the ranks of volunteers at Peace Corps.

Other opportunities include teaching, teaching, and teaching in the Caribbean, the Pacific and the Pacific. Volunteers are compensated financially with a monthly living allowance in accordance with the host country's standard of living. In addition to this, a sum of $4,200, or $750 a month, is paid to volunteers at the end of their service.

Medical care is provided.

Upcoming events in Nov.


12 Conference on human ecology. For information, contact Conferences and Enrichment Program.

11-12 Conference on human ecology. For information, contact Conferences and Enrichment Program.

12 Night Ride. Meet for theUI Adams Assembly, Wednesday. 7 p.m. UI Orchestra in concerto. 8 p.m. University Auditorium. Free. Open to the public.
EDITORIAL

Put condoms on the ballot

When Brian Long ran for ASUI president last fall, he promised he would be "Long on Ideas" and "Long on Action." Unfortunately, most of those who voted for him didn't realize that he would also be "Long on getting started."

The president, who has been credited for initiating the "safe sex" campaign among Idaho's schools of higher education, has been all talk and no play since he first proposed the idea of having a campus "Safe Sex Awareness Week." During the past six months, Long has considered doing everything from handing out AIDS information flyers at fall registration to throwing condoms to bystanders watching the Homecoming parade.

But amid all his loose ideas, Long has shown little if any action.

Late last week, Long should have been embarrassed to learn that while he's been sitting on his "safe sex" laurels, Boise State University student leaders are digging in deep to do something about the issue.

At a Friday Associated Students of Idaho meeting, ASBSU President Perry Wadell announced that Boise State students will get the chance to vote this month on whether condom vending machines can be placed in their university's SUB, health center and/or residence halls.

Even the bozos from Washington State University's student government have decided to place the condom vending machine issue on their student ballot. And they have worked with campus officials to make sure that "safe sex" information is readily available.

It is disappointing that while a University of Idaho student leader was the first to officially recognize the need for AIDS and condom awareness, we are fast becoming the last university in the Northwest to do anything about it.

Long has waited far too long to move on his "safe sex" proposals. The ASUI Senate needs to recognize the importance of the condom issue and place it on the Nov. 18 student ballot.

-Paul Aillee

'1 hate BSU' Contest
The Argonaut is proud to announce the first "I hate Boise State" Contest. In 25 words or less, tell us why you hate BSU and you could win a $30 gift certificate for dinner at the University Inn-Best Western Bruler. The top 10 entries will be printed in the Nov. 20 issue of the Argonaut. The winner of the "I hate Boise State" Contest will be announced during the Idaho-BSU football game Nov. 21.

So come on, let out all your frustrations about "Riverside Tech" and enter the contest of the year. Entries must be filed at the ASUI publications receptionist's desk on the third floor of the SUB by Nov. 18, 1987 at 5 p.m.

Arg offers free personals

PERSONALS POLICY: The personals section is free to all University of Idaho students. personals which contains advertising, surnames, phone numbers or addresses will not be printed. Publication of all personals is subject to the discretion of the staff and space limitations. Used and unused personals will be discarded after publication. Personal should be left for submission in the personals box at the Argonaut, Suite 301, Student Union Buidling, 630 S. Deakin Ave., Moscow, Idaho, 83843. Personal are randomly selected for publication.

You probably hadn't noticed, but ASUI elections are fast approaching and it is the responsibility of each student to make their voting choice.

First ask yourself what you want in a president. As students we need someone who is honest, responsible and approachable. Someone who can work with students. We need someone who uses the ASUI as a money-making venture rather than the non-profit organization it was intended to be.

We do need a president that recognizes student fees are to be spent on the current student body, we do not need a president that sits on an ASUI surplus which benefits no one except his reputation for fiscal unadvisability.

We do need a president that permits the real heroes to receive credit for a job well done; we do not need a president that takes credit for a successful fiscal year for which he has failed to write any legislation. We do need a president who is a team player; we do not need a president that excludes the Finance Committee from ASUI financial decisions.

It seems that we've dealt enough with what our new ASUI president should and should not be; now let's take a look at specific 1987 campaign promises. My favorite is the proposed ex-ASUI President: making the choice
duort service that will provide increased safety for people on campus. This idea is being proposed as it was original. As I recall, this idea was conceived during last year's vice presidential campaign. The plan was forgotten after the campaign last year. I am not surprised to see the plan reassert itself because it is a good service to the ASUI to provide.

The questions I have is why there was no more mention about this proposal after last year's campaign? It appears that the only time when a candidate is truly concerned with student safety is at campaign time when he can use it as an "original idea."

Another campaign promise that has caught my attention is the ever-available phrase, "fiscal responsibility."

What is "fiscal responsibility" to me? I consider it to be an ability to keep an organization solvent while at the same time keeping all members of the organization informed of its progress or at least make information of its progress easily accessible.

The claim has been that since the ASUI got rid of its business manager, information has been more accurate and current. I cannot see why I dislike the accuracy, but from speaking with members of the Senate and ASUI department heads, I have heard that nothing has changed.

The Finance Committee Chairman withholds financial statements from the committee and the Senate. The department head that I spoke with complained that the statements are always a month or two behind (which were when they were the ASUI depended on the administration for the statements) and that they are not always available. It sounds to me that it is convenient to campaign on "fiscal responsibility" and all of the changes made in the record keeping for the ASUI, when in reality only the names of the people involved have changed.

I am also concerned about at least one candidate that runs on a platform of "fiscal responsibility." Can their campaign even balance their own checkbook?

Make the right choice, and vote on Nov. 18.

Editor's Note: Cherri Sahali served as editor of the Student Senate from her freshman year. During her final term, she was the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee.
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Cuddy's there for individuals

Norm knows what students wait and what their concerns are. He promptly addresses them and carries on with new projects. Norm has an outstanding record within the ASUI. He is a respected individual, and if you take any concern in the ASUI your vote should be Semanko.

Gail Blick
ASUI Senator
Carter keeps his election promises

Editor:

Ah yes, good election time is once again upon us. A time when all of the living group presidents are swamped with phone calls from candidates asking if they can speak at their respective living groups. Then the candidate comes over to the living group and promises them all of the things they want to hear just to get their vote. Well, I'm tired of hearing all of those idle promises every time someone comes to speak at my living group.

However, I have found one candidate who is worth listening to. The Vice Presidential candidate that is Mark Carter is a person who will not make those idle promises.

Lisa Pelton

Semanko would benefit the ASUI

Editor:

Norm Semanko could only benefit the ASUI. He draws from a wealth of experience including four semesters on Finance Committee, two semesters as Ways and Means and two time on Rules and Regulations Committee. He has been a part of every executive of ASUI for the four years, tow of which were spent as Pro-tempore.

When he ran for Senate, one of the things that he promised was to visit his living groups regularly and forward their input to the ASUI. Once in the Senate, he did visit his living groups regularly every two weeks. In addition to being on Senate for two semesters, he also has a member of the Senate Finance Committee. While on this committee he helped produce a budget that the Senate unanimously passed the first time it was presented to them, something that has not happened in a long time.

I believe that Scott Carter would be a very good choice for the Vice President position in the ASUI. He is one candidate you can count on to achieve what he promises.

Tom Scrupps

McCury's needed in ASUI Senate

Editor:

I am writing to support the candidacy of Craig McCurry for the ASUI Senate. It has been a distinct pleasure to work with Craig for the past year on the Inter-fraternity Council.

I have seen my observation that Craig is an accomplished candidate, and that he is a hard-working and innovative leader. He has time and energy to help with your campaign. He has been an active member of the ASUI Senate and has been very concerned about the needs of the student body.

Lisa Pelton

Typing Service

Rhema
Word-Processing

- Experienced Typists
- Professional Editing

10% Discount through November if you show us your UI student or faculty I.D.

608 S. Main • In Kinko's
882-5546

THERE'S A CANDIDATE RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT THAT CARES

ABOUT STUDENTS...

"His past experience serving students says more than I can say." — David Dose

"Brad Cuddy's concern is aimed directly at the essence of this university - the students." — Christina Hendricks

Hays Hall President

NEW PROGRAMS...

"Brad has the ability to improve all aspects of campus life." — Craig Halsted

IFC Vice-President

"A budget surplus, ASUI job listing, additional tutoring - Brad's accomplishments say enough." — Brian Long

ASUI President

BUDGETS...

"Brad is well qualified, hard working and fiscally responsible." — Marci McSpedlon

IFC Treasurer

"I can't trust anyone else to handle the $62.50 I give the ASUI every year." — Vicki Rentrow

KKG President

ASUI...

"Simply put, Brad has the ability to make the ASUI work for U of I students. It's like voting for yourself." — Rich Kuck

Law Student

EDUCATIONAL FUNDING...

"Brad Cuddy would be an effective leader on working with the legislature and with my office." — Cedel Andrus

The name is the result is...
**ARGONAUT**

**SATIRE FROM PAGE 5**

recently in the Unitarian Church hereby Dr. Boyd Martin, dean emeritus of Letters and Science: We don’t need to fear the flames of Hell anymore. He had just been advised that the Mormons have air-conditioned the whole of Hell. (The entire congregation had a good laugh).

Keep laughing.

Ralph Nielsen
Special Collections Library

Skauge should visit Nicaragua

Editor:
Bruce was at least honest enough to qualify his editorial by saying that only a fraction of the facts were true.

Considering the source, Colonel North, how did Bruce separate the fact from the fiction? "Ollie for President" is what a banner at Richard Butler’s summer retreat for racists read last summer. This was the first time such a bizarre proposal was advocated.

Bruce’s entire thesis assumes the view that Nicaragua is a Communist country. The fact is it is not. Seventy-five percent of the land is in private hands, the private industry is approximately 66 percent in private hands. Go to Russia, Bruce, and you will find hardly any land or industry in private ownership. That will find hardly any land or industry in private ownership. That land that is held by the government was seized from Somoza when he fled. In pre-1980 Nicaragua, Somoza was the government. When he held the land, nobody complained. Talk about lack of freedom. There was absolutely no difference between Musolini and Somoza. The only difference was that although he was "a-son-of-a-bitch, he was our son-of-a-bitch." (Roosevelt)

There is a military resistance to the Sandanista-controlled government, but not a political one. There is a military one because violent force is the only thing the corporate power brokers, who have kept Latin America under their thumb for the last 400 years know how to utilize. The name Nicaraguan Democratic Front implies some sort of elected leadership. This is far from the truth. In fact, other Nicaraguan resistance fighters that fall some sort of lists must exist in the corporate board rooms of the US are threatened with assassination, i.e. Eden Pastora. Counter-revolutionary reactionary Honduran-based invaders is how I describe Callero’s mercenaries. Ron Reagan is the one who says he is a Contra too.

Bruce claims that there are 65,000 Cubans in Nicaragua. The figure was closer to 650, according to a Cuban general who defected last summer. Nicaragua is the only country in the Western Hemisphere under constant invasion; maybe that’s why they have the largest army. Bruce neglects to mention that the Honduran Air Force is the largest in Central America. The US has a very respectable military department. I suggest that Bruce do some research and see what the likelihood of a successful invasion of Honduras from Nicaragua would be.

You remember. She was always there when you were frightened. And if you got hurt, she was standing by with bandages. Wouldn’t it feel good to talk to your mother again right now?

Calling over AT&T Long Distance Service probably costs less than you think, too. And if you have any questions about AT&T rates or service, a customer service representative is always standing by to talk to you. Just call 1 800 222-0300.

Sure, your schoolwork and your friends keep you busy. But call home and find out what she’s wrapped up in.

**PATENTS FROM PAGE 1**

"When you learn to sell technology, it’s easier to get grants," he said.

The federal government offers $50 billion in grants, and Callahan said the university should be getting more than the current $13 million per year.

"I’d like to see that changed to $20 million or $25 million," he said.

Encouraging research money throughout the state of Idaho is another goal of IRF. Research and development are key to any or six industries in the state. Callahan said.

**MOUTHFUL OF PROFIT**

During the past three years, the University of Idaho has seen an increase in profits from licensing agreements. Mountain Health Care, Inc., the university’s income from patents, copyrights and press totals has more than doubled since 1985.

Source: Idaho Research Foundation, too.

Graphic: Noel Brevick
Basketball opens pre-season 67-45

BY MICHAEL LEWIS

Idaho basketball fans were able to get a sneak preview of this season's team as Vandals unofficially opened up the '87 season with an exhibition game in the Memori-
dal Gym Saturday against the University of Victoria.

The Vandals controlled the pace from the outset, building a 104-lead with 16:38 left in the first half. Idaho never relinquished its early lead. By the halfway point of the first half, the Vandals asserted their dominance as Raymond Brown, with 13 points on the night to lead all scorers, slammed down an alley-oop pass to give Idaho a 25-16 lead. With Brown and team-
mate Andrew Jackson leading the way, the Vandals went on a 14-5 run to end the first half with an 18-point lead, 39-21.

The Vikings had trouble again in the second half, shooting only 22 percent from the floor and with only Vito Pasquale breaking the double-digit scoring mark with 11. The Vandals were able to go on still another run with 10:3 to open the half and then cruised to the vic-
tory, simply out-classing the Vikings.

Andrew Jackson was the second leading scorer for Idaho, with 11 and six rebounds. In all, 11 Van-
dals broke the scoring column and nine had rebounds.

The Vandals shot more than over 52 percent for the game and were able to play their game without letting the bigger Victoria team disrupt their rhythm.

From the looks of this exhibition outing, the Vandals figure to be a formidable force in the Big Sky with the help of team leaders Andrew Jackson, Raymond Brown and Kenny Luckett and third-year Head Coach Tim Floyd.

Spikers drop NAU 2-3

BY JULIE HOBISH

The Lady Vandals volleyball team could not pull off the win last Saturday when they played Northern Arizona University on the road. Northern Arizona took the win after five competitive matches ending with the final scores of 15-12, 14-16 and 15-12.

This game leaves Idaho with the record of 1-14 in Mountain West Athletic Conference and 5-22 overall.

"It was a good defensive match," Coach Pam Bradetich said. "We played strong in three of the five games but couldn't push through for the win."

Idaho continued in the first half with nine first downs 33 yards rushing and 109 yards passing yet never able to cross the end zone for the first time this season in the first half.

Montana on the other hand was able to score six of their 10 points in the first half from 49 yards hanging on Idaho, 40 running attempts racking up 142 yards along with 52 passing. Idaho out in front of 6,000 loyal Bobcat fans going into the lockers.

Idaho faced a bit better in the se-
cend half finally scoring in the first few minutes. Friesen caught out five passes and a two-handers before the Idaho 39. Friesen dropped a pass to Neosa Morris and Brian Decker tied the score with the extra point. Idaho scored in the last few of this second half a series that ended with a short pass to Bruce Harris from MSU's 25.

Idaho still allowed one more in-
terception and 7 more penalties for 47 yards, but not a Montana TD to close the game 14-7.

Idaho will take a bye this weekend, the first since season opener Montana State game Sep-
tember 5.

Ruggers drop Yakima 10-6

BY CLAYTON HALEY

The ruggers returned from a dis-
appointing road trip, facing a 10-6 loss in Yakima Saturday.

Idaho utilized the services of both its "I" and "W" due to injuries and recuperation time from the west coast tournament the previous weekend.

"We had a mismatch team, a mix of various guys," rugger John Glenn said, "A lot of guys were banged up after last weekend."

Yakima had UI by a try and a conversion cut into the half. Yakima scored another try for four points in the second half before giving Idaho a chance to rebound. Dave Bear dropped the ball over the try line for Idaho and also kicked the conversion.
**Intramural Action**

**Ultimate Frisbee**  
Nov. 12 - Schedules will be available.  
Nov. 15 - Playoffs begin 6 p.m. in the Dome.  
Nov. 17 - Playoffs end  12:00 p.m. in the Dome.  
Nov. 19 - Men's/Games begin.

**Men's Handball**  
Nov. 2 - Tournaments begin  
Nov. 12 - Play-off schedules will be available.  
Nov. 18 - Play-offs begin.

**Co-Rec Basketball**  
Nov. 1 - Games begin.

**Men's Wrestling**  
Nov. 1 - Entry close.  
Nov. 16 - Weigh-in 4-30-5:30 p.m. Memorial Gym Lockers.  
Nov. 17 - Matches begin 7 p.m. PEB at small gym.

**Turkey Trot**  
Nov. 11 - Entry deadline.  
Nov. 14 - Race day 9 a.m.  
The Golf Course club house will be the meeting place on race day for the two-mile Turkey Trot to be run through the Shattuck Aboretum and on the ASU Golf Course. Participants should report to Clubhouse by 8:45 a.m. Turkey Trot t-shirts are available this year and must be paid for in advance when entries are submitted. No entry fee. Faculty staff and students welcome to participate in this intramural traditional race.  
Race will be held rain or shine, sleet or snow.

**Swimming**  
Dec. 2-3 Preliminaries and finals.

**OUTDOOR CORNER**

**Thanksgiving Break, Canadian Rockies**  
Ski Mountain Resort/Hot Holding Trip  
Thanksgiving Break (Nov. 21-28) pre-trip meeting will be held Nov. 18th in the Outdoor Program office. Sign-ups are now being taken. For further information stop by the Outdoor Program office.

"Tricking on a shooting"  
OP presents a multimedia lecture and slide show that follows two people as they made a stop-over trek in Nepal on a round the world trip. The presentation will be at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 19 in the Appaloosa Room and is free and open to the public.

---

**Pickup A Crisp MEAT BURRITO**

**$30 Round Trip to Boise**  
Tickets for Nov. 26-29 bus charter will be on sale Nov. 9-13 MF 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.  
Nov. 15 at the SUB information desk. For more information call Pullman Travel Service at 509-6505 or 509-6765.

---

**From the home office in Moscow, Idaho.....**  
**TOP 10 REASONS TO SUPPORT NORM SEMANKO FOR ASUI PRESIDENT...**

1. "The more I think about the ASUI presidency, the more I like it."

2. "Norm has always backed KUOI and other local services 100%."  
--- Keith Salin, Program Director KUOI

3. "Norm is an innovative thinker and has always been a leader."  
--- Terry Reynolds, P.E.C. President

4. "Norm is a good listener and always has the best advice."

5. "Norm is always there for us, always has our best interests in mind."

6. "Norm is the last person to ask for personal gains."

7. "Norm is always there for us, always has our best interests in mind."

8. "Norm is an innovative thinker and has always been a leader."

9. "As an intern in my office, Norm was a hard and willing worker. He has the drive and commitment needed to be a fine student leader for the university during its centennial celebration."
--- Larry Craig, former ASUI President, Member UI House of Reps."
"Butterfly" fails to rise

REVIEW BY M.L. GARLAND

The attractions of two Holocausts were reviled in Washington State University's performance of "I Never Saw Another Butterfly." The Jewish Holocaust of World War II was one of the Holocausts presented. The nonfictional destruction of Celeste Raspan's potentially moving play of Raja, a Terezin concentration camp survivor, was yet another. A lack of cohesion between characters and minimal demonstrations of emotional strength led to a climactic conclusion of a play that should have moved the audience to tears that history would never be repeated.

Amid the strong messages and atonement symbolically by the cast was a visual technical design which almost saved the production. Projection of soldiers, Auschwitz's perished children and factual charts on the walls of the set were enhanced by haunting music and emotive sounds. The use of these technical aspects promoted emotions appropriate for the subject matter as the audience waited for the performance to begin.

A multi-media platform allowed the characters to create a variety of effets with a wide range of props. Unfortunately, the partition built on the platform to shield technicals was too short and its movements detracted from the performances.

Rebecca Morey as Raja, a frightened little girl tormented into childhood which imprisoned at Terezin, was unable to arouse sympathy for her terrible plight. While her narrative interpretation of a troubled child speaking directly to the audience was credible, this attitude continued into the flashbacks where emotions should have run rampant.

The performances by Jeff Cook as Pavel and John Michael Whallen as Hans were refreshing. Both actors were in their moments and able to hold the audience's attention. These two young men were qualified to be influenced in future TVI productions.

Despite the aesthetic perfor- mance, the performances of the audience were able to grasp the material that was held by Raspan. The courage of the chil- dren of Terezin is an inspiration to all who view this production. "I Never Saw Another Butterfly" continues Nov. 12-14. Tickets are $4 for adults and $2 for students and can be reserved by calling the theatre box office.
Cher, Quaid shine in thriller
Suspect's suspense comes at a fast clip

By Kirk Laughlin

Like a host of other fall releases, Suspect is a cerebral thriller aimed at an adult audience. Like No Way Out, it touches on the abuse of power; like Running Water, it examines mild corruption of the law; like Fatal Attraction, it plays with the morality of passion. And like all those films, it's trashy fun.

Director Peter Yates, as he showed in his very fine Breaking Away, knows how to round out interesting characters. Every character in the film, from characters who just walk through a scene in the Senate to evil judges are given detailed backgrounds and a full presence. This helps give Suspect some depth rather than leaving it at a clever exercise in plot twists and audience manipulation.

It also helps that Yates has an eye for suspense, lingering on dark streets, dim, hobo-infested rooms and deserted courthouses. No interest in art here, but there is an earnest feeling of trying to please the audience. As a suspense-ridden murder mystery, Yates has got it right on the money.

And if good direction wasn't enough, the public defendant at the center of Suspect's courtroom drama is played by Cher. Her stern, willowy beauty was as asset to The Witches of Eastwick, and while she gets to show off here, she also gets to strut her acting ability and her wry humor.

As the juror who gets illegally involved in the case is the charming-as-usual Dennis Quaid. How this guy got three films out in the last five months (Francesca and The Big Easy in Addition to Suspect) without burning up his talent I'm not sure.

Suspect starts out with the police charging a presumably innocent drifter with the murder of a law secretary in Washington D.C. Cher takes the case, Quaid has some helpful information that he shouldn't be supplying, and the judge gets angry and suspicious.

As the action unfurls, it becomes obvious that the central case is rather incidental to the far-fetched script. Eric Roth has cooked up, but Yates keeps the action moving at a fast clip and builds up the courtroom drama to a competent level. It's nothing that couldn't be seen on any episode of Perry Mason but it's well done and can't detract from the overall quality of the film.

The affair between Quaid and Cher is unfortunately even less important than the court case. This mistake is only barely covered by the fine performances.

The legal action is, for comparison, more far-fetched than the 1983 release The Judge's Eye, but like that film, Suspect knows what it's doing and turns to take on its own way to the intelligently clever climax. Suspect doesn't take the audience anywhere new, but it is an entertaining, well-acted ride.

“Chorus Line” one sensation after another

Review by M.L. Garland

“One singular sensation, every little move the makes” was not the case in a recent New York touring company’s production of the musical “A Chorus Line,” starring Edward Klein’s lyrics of the famous song “One” could be rewritten to include almost every little move the ensemble made.

Broadway’s longest running musical, “A Chorus Line” came to Beasley Performing Arts Coliseum in Pullman Thursday night to an enthusiastic audience. The successful performance was sponsored by the American Festival Ballet.

The use of a simple stage set with revolving mirrors led to variable and effective displays.

Marie Jagger gave a poignant portrayal of Cassie, the actress desperately trying to start over at the mercy of the director. The interpretation of Jagger and Robert Gillo as Zach the director confronting his past relationship was both credible and moving. Paul, as portrayed by Dan

COULD YOU BE A BOSTON NANNY?
Are you a loving, nurturing person who enjoys spending time with children? Live in lovely, suburban neighborhoods, earn excellent salaries, benefits, your own living quarters and limited working hours. Your round trip transportation is included. A One year commitment necessary. Call or write: Mrs. Fisch, Childcare Placement Services, Inc. (CPS), 140 Brickminster Rd., Brookline, MA 02146, (617) 566-6294.

Functional and Fashionable Petagone outerwear is available at Northwestern Mountain Sports. Stop by soon and try on the latest styles and colors.

10 - 6 Mon. - Sat.
11 - 6 Noon - 5
Sunday
410 W. 3rd
Moscow
882-0133

INSURANCE COMPANIES WAIVE DEDUCTIBLES FOR THE WINDSHIELD DOCTOR’S PATENTED NOVUS REPAIRS! YOU NEVER EVEN GET A BILL!

Your Complete Auto Glass Shop

The WINDSHIELD DOCTOR

MOBILE SERVICE!

MOSCOW
882-8099
804 S. Main

PULLMAN
332-0121

THE GUY WAS ALL CARIED, THE ROAD. I HAD TO SEND MY NUMBER OF TIMES BEFORE I HIT HIM.

HAPPY 3RD BIRTHDAY DOC’S
A SPECIAL WEDNESDAY
$1.95 60 oz. Pitchers all nite!

THE YOUNG FRESH FELLOWS LIVE!
$1.00 Cover
Murdock’s W. 415 6th.
882-8172

GREEN'S
Body and Paint
435 E. Palouse River Dr.
Moscow
882-8535
12-PACK PEPSI
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Pepsi Free, Slice or Mountain Dew. Limit 3 cases.
SALE PRICE 2.99

POTATO CHIPS
Flash cooked. Assorted flavors. ¼ pound bonus bag.
SALE PRICE 1.27

HEIDELBERG SUITCASE
A full case of Heidelberg beer. Limit three cases.
SALE PRICE 6.77

10-PACK PENCILS
Non-toxic No. 2 lead pencils from Empire. REG. 69.
SALE PRICE 3.99

MISSION DINNER
Mission Macaroni and Cheese Dinner. 7 ¼ oz. Limit six.
YOUR CHOICE 149

HALSA BONUS PACK
Get more, pay less on this Halsa hair care special.
YOUR CHOICE 1199

WINTER WARMERS
Wells Lamont® or Knit Street® gloves, hats, and matched coordinates. Now...
SALE 25% OFF

THE CUP CAKE
The Cup Cake beverage warmer for late night studies. REG. 12.99.
SAVE 30% 9.88

CASSETTE RECORDER
Mini cassette recorder. AC-DC operation. No. 3-5300. REG. 26.99.
SAVE 7.00 19.99

BLACK HILLS GOLD JEWELRY
Genuine Stamper Black Hills Gold jewelry now on sale for...
SALE 25% OFF

WEAREVER HOT AIR CORN POPPER
Regular 18.99
SALE 14.99
SAVE 3.00
Final Cost 9.99

1200 WATT DRYER-STYLER
SAVE 4.00 11.99

WINTER WARMERS
Wells Lamont® or Knit Street® gloves, hats, and matched coordinates. Now...
SALE 25% OFF

THE CUP CAKE
The Cup Cake beverage warmer for late night studies. REG. 12.99.
SAVE 30% 9.88

CASSETTE RECORDER
Mini cassette recorder. AC-DC operation. No. 3-5300. REG. 26.99.
SAVE 7.00 19.99

BLACK HILLS GOLD JEWELRY
Genuine Stamper Black Hills Gold jewelry now on sale for...
SALE 25% OFF

MAYBELLINE OR COVER GIRL
Drug Fair's Everyday Low Price
20% off manufacturer's suggested retail price

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES